
Inbound Freight Issue Analysis
For Baxter Healthcare (Allegiance)

Hospital Supply/Scientific Products Division Integration - March/April 1995

Baxter's live date for integration of their major divisions, Hospital Supply (HS)
and Scientific Products (SP) was April 1995. By March, most of the technological
implications were resolved, but the handling of certain pricing and invoicing
issues required further research and documentation to justify the implemented
logistics.

One such issue was Inbound Freight, which is the cost of shipping product to
Baxter's distribution centers. Some suppliers added this charge to their invoices
rather than including it in acquisition cost. Regardless, the cost varied by
shipment so factors were used representing an average inbound freight. HS
applied this according to vendors and SP based it on regions. Such an average
amount was used for sales orders, GP calculations and for cost-of-goods-sold
bookings.

To consolidate HS and SP systems, integrators needed to consider both where
the charge was placed and how it differed by region/vendor. The consolidation
was looked upon as an opportunity to more accurately represent acquisition cost.

We were engaged to research and analyze the effectiveness of the new inbound
freight methodology so that justification could be substantiated to any who might
question the rationale of the implementation. Sales, where commissions are
figured on GP calculations, might want justification that the averaging did not
unfairly represent the cost of goods in certain regions where freight costs might
be higher.

The following abstracts include:

•  Justification narrative
•  Spreadsheet detail narrative
•  Spreadsheet representation of the methodology

* * * * * * * * * * * * *



General Office/Information Technology

Inbound Freight Factor Methodology
(Standardized as of 01/01/95 to coincide with the normal price change from

suppliers.)

Justification Narrative

To accommodate the combined Hospital Supply (HS) and Scientific Product (SP)
businesses, the cost of shipping product to our distribution centers has been revised as
an average per FOB source vendors. The new assessment of 2.5% will be included in
the standard cost on the Product Database to more accurately represent the actual cost
to Baxter for product shipped from these vendors. This actual cost figure is used for
sales orders, GP calculations, and cost-of-goods-sold bookings. Freight factors have
been set to 0 for most FOB destinations, corporate, and BDX vendors since freight cost
is already included in the acquisition cost in those instances. The AP System will use
separate bounce codes to book freight costs for PPV reporting and transportation cost
update purposes. "Cost plus" and other pricing rules will be adjusted accordingly as well
as the Invoice Database screens/fields and the SP Product  Database.

HS: Factors were updated for FOB source vendors to more closely equal the actual
national average cost of inbound freight. For most FOB destination vendors, no freight
factors have been added to the standard cost. However, this cost and the acquisition
cost may not always appear equal because the standard cost is figured as basic u/m
(selling1), while the acquisition cost is figured according to the P.O. u/m (price class
1,2,3 etc.).

SP: The weighted average for inbound freight of the 1994 regional average (2.5%) plus
SP's 1995 acquisition cost equals the standard cost for FOB source vendors.
(In 1996 all SP FOB source vendors will be set to the national average by vendor.)

The actual factor overall for an SP region will be a combination of 2.5%, 0, & a nat'l avg.
(Because the 2.5% was figured and loaded prior to the DII (Dade purchase) change
from 5.1 to 0, there will be a skewing downward depending upon the mix in some
regions.)

Though bottom line GP on P&L is not impacted by the SP Freight cost rate changeover,
there might be a difference between calculated freight and actual freight totals that
would have an effect on commissional GP from which sales rep quotas are figured,
particularly in SP standalone regions where the HS rates already known will not have
the leveling influence as in HS/SP combined regions.



Spreadsheet Detail Narrative

We prepared a spreadsheet to indicate an inbound freight differential in SP regions as a
percent of change when compared to '94 factors . An effort has been made to compare
HS/S joint regions along with SP standalones. (GL bookings have been combined for
joint regions, making equal comparisons difficult.)

Baxter online systems, General Ledger - query and reporting, P&L, EUC and the fiche
archive library were utilized for research. Subject matter experts in General Office
Marketing and Accounting, Sales, and Information Technology were invaluable sources
for history and interpretation.

The following describes the source and calculations used (per Jan/Feb YTD 94,95),
detailed by spreadsheet column heading:

• Regions  - 22 SP Standalone and Combined HS/SP (NY is represented as
combined in 94, standalone in 95);

• 94 Avg. Freight Factors -  Published 93 factors (Since the 94 published factors are
only temporary due to upcoming integration they were not used, instead 93 factors,
calculated as of a 91 database, were maintained.);

• 95 Freight Factors -  Set at 2.50% for all.

• 1994 - Last YTD - Freight In  (A) - General Ledger account # 36220 representing
94 Actual Freight In was queried for Last YTD,  by center, via the GLM system on-
line.

Those totals were used to compare with totals from the Earnings Statement 94
Current YTD Freight In, in order to make a parallel comparison to COG. (The GLM
report number and region designations are given in the column heading.)

• 1994 - Last YTD - Cost of Goods (B) -  The AIS financial system P&L online for
Chart of Accounts Structure 20 was queried for Cost of Goods Current YTD and
Prior YTD.  This structure was set up for 95 and is usable for 94 before profit split
adjustment. The structure includes RRRRXX (total system) with components
RRRRUS-HS/S, RRRRIN-ind, RRRRSH-sh&pb.

Business units were combined and those totals for 94 were compared to Cost of
Goods totals for SP Current YTD from the archive history fiche  94 Earnings
Statement  (D030-002) comprising  0(reg)XX0-bio, 0(reg)XX9-joint expenses
bio&ind, 7(reg)XX0-ind, 3(reg)XX0-sh&pb.

Though the SP standalone totals matched, combined regions totals did not, due to
the inclusion of HS on the AIS P&L. For this reason, totals from the 94 earnings
statements were used for Column B;

• 1994 - Last YTD - 94 Factor (C) - Column A as a % of Column B.



• 1995 - Current YTD  (D) - GLM account # 36194 minus the IF line (PPV variances
other than freight costs) representing 95 Inventory Freight (actual charges) was
queried for Current YTD by center. Those totals plus an adjusted SH & PB freight
amount plus an added Dade relief amount credited monthly to 36220 (eventually to
be charged to Dade).

• 1995 - Current YTD (E) - To reach a COG without freight costs, Earnings Statement
95 Cost of Goods for SP standalones had to be reduced by a Tot FrtIn Cost found
on the final pages of Jan and Feb accounting report MI530-04. For combined
regions, freight costs in column D were subtracted.

The DII Sum xtended Std Cost  to include Participation & Deal costs for both
standalone and combined regions queried via the EUC online system, were used to
calculate a Dade factor (determined to be 76.2% of Std Cost, because 23.8% has
been established by General Office Accounting as the increase relationship to last
year costs).

This amount was subtracted from the spreadsheet adjusted cost of goods. (An audit
trail has been noted at the bottom of the individual  Standalone and Combined
spreadsheets.)

• 1995 - Current YTD (F) - Column D divided by Column E.

• Inbound Freight Differential - % Differentials are Column F minus Column C.

Accounting Summary

From an accounting standpoint,  94 and 95 Standalone region results are consistent
with earnings statement totals and are fair representations of freight and cost of goods
amounts so that their factor %'s can be considered valid from which to extrapolate
conclusions.

94 Combined region amounts are also consistent with the earnings statement.

The same cannot be said for 95 Combined region COG, since HS and SP cannot be
separated. Inventory has been kept separate and a % could be devised by region to
closely approximate actual SP versus HS COG. Project time was not extended to do
this.

Executive Summary

This project was initiated because there was some concern about the results of setting
the national average at 2.5% for all, even though Sales Reps had been given new costs
and should have marked up prices accordingly.

Calculated freight this year for Standalone regions would equal the total actual effect of
the 2.5%, the common vendor %'s and the corporate item zero %'s. Comparison of this
to 94 actual was to eliminate the effect of cost changes and volume changes. Mix



changes would still have an impact. To determine how much, the idea was to compare
calculated freight * this year to actual last year which was supposed to be very close to
the SP calculated freight factor.

Conclusions:
(A) Actual freight by region was not that close to calculated (the result of using a 91
database);

(B) Most regions were very close in the differential column; (should be little cause for
commissional concern).

(C) The combination of account statements to review are extremely complex,
convoluted and distorted by Dade sale, network sales, etc., making a truly accurate
accounting an almost impossible task.  The project to date has taken 6 weeks.

* Consultant note:  As it happens, Acct 31964 - Inventory Freight, represents ACTUAL
freight costs not CALCULATED, so the comparison here is one of actual costs and not
a test to see if calculated freight was close to actual. Therefore, the differentials (where
representational of SP only)  are accurate indications of costing variations with regard to
95 versus 94 freight factors assigned.

* * * * * * * * * * * *

Spreadsheet examples

HS/S Inbound Freight Differentials
(Combined - Summary)



HS/S Inbound Freight Differentials
(Combined - Detail)



SP Inbound Freight Differentials
(Summary and Detail)

* * * * * * * * * * * *
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